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8 INVARIANT PROPERTIES FOR FINDING DISTANCE IN
SPACE OF ELASTICITY TENSORS
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♠
Abstrat. Using orthogonal projetions, we investigate distane of a
given elastiity tensor to lasses of elastiity tensors exhibiting partiu-
lar material symmetries. These projetions depend on the orientation of
the elastiity tensor, hene the distane is obtained as the minimization
of orresponding expressions with respet to the ation of the orthogonal
group. These expressions are stated in terms of the eigenvalues of both
the given tensor and the projeted one. The proess of minimization is
failitated by the fat that, as we prove, the traes of the orrespond-
ing Voigt and dilatation tensors are invariant under these orthogonal
projetions. For isotropy, ubi symmetry and transverse isotropy, we
formulate algorithms to nd both the orientation and the eigenvalues of
the elastiity tensor that is endowed with a partiular symmetry and is
losest to the given elastiity tensor.
1. Introdution
Computing distane between elastiity tensors is partiularly important in
inverse problems. For instane, we wish to know whether or not a material
an be onsidered as isotropi with its anisotropi behavior aounted for
by the errors of inversion, whih stem from both measurement errors and
the fat that the elastiity tensor itself is an idealization in the realm of
ontinuum mehanis.
A great portion of seismology, whih is the motivation for our study, is per-
formed under the assumption of isotropy due to its suient auray and
mathematial onveniene. However, to inrease this auray, several seis-
mologists formulated their equations without assuming isotropy; notably,
Rudzki [20, 21℄ and, almost half a entury later, Helbig [14℄. Three deades
after Helbig, Thomsen [26℄ popularized the onept of anisotropy among
exploration seismologists by formulating a linear approximation whose a-
uray stems from the fat that most natural phenomena investigated in
seismology are only weakly anisotropi.
♣
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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the onept of distane in the
spae of elastiity tensors between a given tensor and lasses of tensors ex-
hibiting partiular material symmetries, and to obtain the eetive elastiity
parameters and eetive orientations for suh symmetries. To failitate this
nonlinear proess, we propose the use of invariants of the orthogonal proje-
tions onto various symmetry lasses of elastiity tensors.
The onept of distane of a given elastiity tensor to a material-symmetry
lass was introdued by Gazis et al. [13℄ using orthogonal projetions of
elastiity tensors on the spae of a partiular lass, and by Fedorov [11℄,
who minimized the mean-square dierene of the slowness surfae. Three
deades later, Norris [19℄ proved that the two approahes are equivalent to
one another. Moakher and Norris [18℄ give a detailed presentation of distane
of an elastiity tensor to all material-symmetry lasses. In this work, we
use the Eulidean distane, whih is indued by the Frobenius norm. For
dierent distanes with a detailed disussion of their properties we refer the
reader to Moakher [16℄ and Moakher and Norris [18℄.
In all approahes, the problem raised by Gazis et al. [13℄ remains open: the
orthogonal projetion, csym, of a given elastiity tensor, c, onto the set of
elastiity tensors belonging to a partiular material symmetry lass, Sym,
depends on the original orientation of tensor c. It follows that the distane,
d (c, csym), between an elastiity tensor and its orthogonal projetion depends
on the a priori orientation of tensor c. Therefore, the distane, d (c,Sym),
between an elastiity tensor, c, and some symmetry lass, Sym, an be
obtained by nding the orientation of elastiity tensor c that minimizes the
distane d (c, csym). There have been several attempts to solve this problem.
Gazis et al. [13℄ give neessary onditions for the ubi ase, suh that the
axes of a oordinate system oinide with the axes of its losest ubi tensor.
Arts et al. [1℄ propose a method to nd partiular referene axes in whih
most odiagonal terms are minimized. Dellinger [9℄ proposes a numerial
method to nd the rotation-symmetry axis that minimizes the expression for
distane to transverse isotropy. François et al. [12℄ and Norris [19℄ propose
numerial methods to nd the losest projetion.
We begin this paper by invoking the elastiity tensor together with the orre-
sponding Voigt and dilatation tensors. We view elastiity tensors as fourth-
rank tensors in R
3
and onsequently look for invariant properties under the
ation of orthogonal group O (3). This point of view was introdued and
investigated independently by Walpole [28℄, Ryhlewski [22, 23℄, and Cowin
and Mehrabadi [7, 8℄.
For a xed orthonormal basis in R
3
, any other orthonormal basis an be
given in terms of an orthogonal transformation A ∈ O(3). The orthogonal
projetion, csym(A), of an elastiity tensor, c, to a symmetry lass, Sym,
depends on the orientation, A, that is used to express the elastiity tensor.
These orthogonal projetions were onsidered rst by Gazis et al. [13℄, and
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expliitly obtained by Moakher and Norris [18℄ for all symmetry lasses.
The orresponding Eulidian distane, d (c, csym(A)), between an elastiity
tensor, c, and its orthogonal projetion, csym(A), may not represent the
distane to a symmetry lass, d (c,Sym), sine d (c, csym(A)) ≥ d (c,Sym).
Therefore, we obtain the distane to a given symmetry lass by minimizing
d (c, csym(A)), for A ∈ O(3). To failitate this minimization, we express
d (c, csym(A)) as funtion f (λsymα (A)), where λ
sym
α (A) are the eigenvalues of
the orthogonal projetion csym(A).
In this work we prove that the traes of the assoiated Voigt and dilatation
tensors, whih are orthogonal invariants, also remain invariant under these
orthogonal projetions, and therefore ertain relations between eigenvalues
are preserved. These invariant relations are useful in simplifying funtion
f (λsymα (A)). Sine the minimizing proess is taken over the ompat group
O(3), the minimum is reahed for an orthogonal transformation, Ae, whih
will be alled the eetive transformation or orientation. This allows us to
obtain the distane of a given elastiity tensor to a partiular symmetry lass,
and to nd the orientation and eigenvalues  the eetive elastiity param-
eters  of the losest elastiity tensor that belongs to that lass. We disuss
expliitly distane to isotropy, ubi symmetry and transverse isotropy, and
provide numerial examples for our algorithms.
For the ase of isotropy, we show that the orthogonal projetion proposed by
Moakher and Norris [18℄ an also be obtained using the harmoni deompo-
sition of an elastiity tensor, studied by Bakus [2℄ and Cowin [6℄. In the ase
of isotropy, the orthogonal projetion, c 7→ ciso, is invariant under the ation
of the orthogonal group. Consequently, the eigenvalues of the isotropi pro-
jetion are orthogonal invariants and therefore they an be referred to as the
eetive isotropi invariants. It implies that f
(
λiso1 (A), λ
iso
2 (A)
)
is onstant.
Therefore any orientation is an eetive orientation, d
(
c, ciso
)
= d (c,Iso),
and no minimization algorithm is required. We express this distane in terms
of the eetive isotropi parameters, as well as in terms of traes of Voigt
and dilatation tensors for the isotropi projetion.
For the ase of ubi symmetry, we use the orthogonal projetion proposed
by Gazis et al. [13℄ and by Moakher and Norris [18℄. For an arbitrary orien-
tation, A, of an elastiity tensor, c, its orthogonal projetion, ccube(A), has
three distint eigenvalues, λcube1 (A), λ
cube
2 (A), λ
cube
3 (A), with multipliities 1,
2 and 3, respetively. The invariane of the traes of the Voigt and dilatation
tensors under orthogonal projetion, c 7→ ccube, implies that the rst eigen-
value of the ubi projetion is an orthogonal invariant and the other two
eigenvalues satisfy a linear relation, whih is also an orthogonal invariant.
Therefore, the distane, d
(
c, ccube(A)
)
, an be expressed as a funtion of one
eigenvalue only, f
(
λcube2 (A)
)
, whih the minimizing algorithm has to take
into aount to obtain distane d (c, Cube) .
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For the ase of transverse isotropy, we use the orthogonal projetion proposed
by Moakher and Norris [18℄. For an arbitrary orientation A of an elastiity
tensor, c, its orthogonal projetion, cTI(A), has four distint eigenvalues,
λTI1 (A), λ
TI
2 (A), λ
TI
3 (A), λ
TI
4 (A), with multipliities 1, 1, 2 and 2, respe-
tively. The invariane of the trae of Voigt tensor under the orthogonal pro-
jetion c 7→ cTI implies a linear relation among the four eigenvalues of the
transversely isotropi projetion. Therefore, the distane, d
(
c, cTI(A)
)
, an
be expressed as a funtion of three eigenvalues only, f
(
λTI1 (A), λ
TI
2 (A), λ
TI
3 (A)
)
,
whih the minimizing algorithm has to take into aount to obtain distane
d (c,T I) .
At the end of the paper, we illustrate the presented approah using examples
of strongly and weakly anisotropi solids. For these examples, the algorithm
provides the distanes to isotropi, ubi and transverse isotropi symmetry,
as well as the eetive orientation and eetive elastiity parameters for eah
of the onsidered symmetry lasses.
2. Elastiity tensor
In this setion, we present the notions that allow us to formulate and disuss
distane between a given elastiity tensor and material-symmetry lasses.
The elastiity tensor is a fourth-rank tensor in R
3
, whih aording to Hooke's
law relates the stress and strain tensors,
(2.1) σij = cijklεkl.
In this paper, Roman indies, i, j, . . . , run from one to three, and Greek
indies, α, β, . . ., from one to six; summation over repeated indies is implied.
Both stress and strain are symmetri seond-rank tensors in R
3
. We denote
the spae of seond-rank symmetri tensors in R
3
by L2,s
(
R
3
)
; this is a
six-dimensional linear spae in whih we onsider the salar produt given
by
(2.2) ε1 · ε2 := Tr
(
ε1 ε
t
2
)
,
where Tr stands for trae and t for transpose. Therefore, one an view
an elastiity tensor as a linear map c : L2,s
(
R
3
) −→ L2,s (R3) that is
symmetri,
cε1 · ε2 = ε1 · cε2, ∀ε1, ε2 ∈ L2,s
(
R
3
)
,
and positive-denite,
cε · ε > 0, ∀ε ∈ L2,s
(
R
3
)
, ε 6= 0.
Sine c is a fourth-rank tensor in R3, its omponents with respet to or-
thonormal basis {e1, e2, e3} are
cijkl = c (ei ⊗ ej) · (ek ⊗ el) ,
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whih satisfy the intrinsi symmetries given by cijkl = cjikl = cklij. For
subsequent use, we invoke the Voigt and dilatation tensors, whih are seond-
rank symmetri tensors in R
3
, given by
(2.3) Vij = cikjk and Dij = cijkk,
and disussed by Cowin and Mehrabadi [7℄ and Helbig [15℄.
Let us onsider the group of orthogonal transformations, O (3), in the three-
dimensional Eulidean spae, R
3
. Eah suh transformation is linear and
preserves the salar produt. For a xed orthonormal basis B = {e1, e2, e3}
in R
3
, any other orthonormal basis B′ = {f1, f2, f3} an be identied with an
orthogonal transformation A ∈ O(3), suh that Aei = fi, for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Also, we will refer to orthogonal transformation A as an orthonormal basis.
An orthogonal transformation A ∈ O (3) ats on a seond-rank symmetri
tensor, ε ∈ L2,s
(
R
3
)
, as
(A ◦ ε) (u, v) := ε (Au,Av) , ∀u, v ∈ R3.
An orthogonal transformation A ∈ O (3) ats on the elastiity tensor as
(A ∗ c) (ε) = A ◦ (c (A ◦ ε)) , ∀ε ∈ L2,s
(
R
3
)
.
For the orthonormal basis B = {e1, e2, e3}, the omponents of A ∗ c are
(A ∗ c)ijkl = c (Aei ⊗Aej) · (Aek ⊗Ael) .
We remark here that these are also the omponents of elastiity tensor c with
respet to the orthonormal basis A.
The orthonormal basis {e1, e2, e3} of R3 indues an orthonormal basis of
L2,s
(
R
3
)
, given by
(2.4) εα(i,j) = 2
−
1
2−δij (ei ⊗ ej + ej ⊗ ei) ,
where
(2.5) α : {(i, j) , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3} −→ {1, 2, . . . , 6} ,
with α (i, j) = iδij + (1− δij) (9− i− j) and δij being the Kroneker delta.
The omponents εij = ε (ei, ej) of a seond-rank symmetri tensor with
respet to the orthonormal basis {e1, e2, e3} of R3 an be arranged into a
six-dimensional vetor,(
ε11, ε22, ε33,
√
2ε23,
√
2ε13,
√
2ε12
)
,
with respet to basis (2.4). Sine Lord Kelvin [24, 25, p. 110℄ suggested suh
an approah  albeit without using the tensorial notation, whih was not
known at the time  we refer to entities expressed with respet to basis (2.4)
as Kelvin's notation. An elastiity tensor, whih is a seond-rank positive-
denite symmetri tensor in L2,s
(
R
3
)
, has the omponents with respet to
basis (2.4) given by
(2.6) Cαβ = Cεα · εβ .
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Cαβ are the entries of a 6× 6 matrix, whih we write expliitly as
(2.7)


c1111 c1122 c1133
√
2c1123
√
2c1113
√
2c1112
c1122 c2222 c2233
√
2c2223
√
2c2213
√
2c2212
c1133 c2233 c3333
√
2c3323
√
2c3313
√
2c3312√
2c1123
√
2c2223
√
2c3323 2c2323 2c2313 2c2312√
2c1113
√
2c2213
√
2c3313 2c2313 2c1313 2c1312√
2c1112
√
2c2212
√
2c3312 2c2312 2c1312 2c1212


.
This formulation was introdued and investigated independently by Walpole
[28℄, Ryhlewski [22, 23℄, and Cowin and Mehrabadi [7, 8℄. We refer to
matrix (2.7), as Kelvin's notation [25, p. 110℄. This notation has been used
by several researhers; notably, Fedorov [11℄, Helbig [15℄, Chapman [5℄ and
Bóna et al. [4℄.
For subsequent use, we invoke the salar produt given by
(2.8) c · c′ := cijklc′ijkl = CαβC ′αβ ,
whih results in the Frobenius norm given by
(2.9) ‖c‖2 =
∑
ijkl
c2ijkl =
∑
αβ
C2αβ .
We remark here that Kelvin's notation is essential for the seond equality in
both expressions (2.8) and (2.9).
The elastiity tensor's eigenvalues are positive real numbers due to its sym-
metry and positive deniteness. We denote these eigenvalues by λ1, λ2, . . . , λr
and their multipliities by m1,m2, . . . ,mr, where m1 +m2 + · · · +mr = 6.
The norm of the elastiity tensor an be expressed in terms of eigenvalues as
(2.10) ‖c‖2 = m1λ21 +m2λ22 + · · ·+mrλ2r.
Salar produt (2.8) and Frobenius norm (2.9) are invariant under the ation
of orthogonal group O (3).
3. Distane to isotropy
The harmoni deomposition of an elastiity tensor, whih results in its
isotropi and anisotropi parts, has been used by several researhers, no-
tably Bakus [2℄, Cowin [6℄ and Baerheim [3℄, to study properties of this
tensor. Using this deomposition, we show that, for an arbitrary elastiity
tensor, the isotropi part is its losest isotropi tensor, in the Eulidean sense.
The norm of the anisotropi part, whih is the omponent orthogonal to the
isotropi one, is the distane between an arbitrary elastiity tensor and the
lass of isotropi tensors, as disussed by Gazis et al. [13℄, Fedorov [11℄ and,
reently, by Moakher and Norris [18℄. Combining these results, we disuss
the distane to isotropy using traes of the Voigt and dilatation tensors,
the Lamé parameters, as well as the two distint eigenvalues of the losest
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isotropi tensor. We show that these eigenvalues are the eetive isotropi
parameters introdued by Voigt [27℄ and disussed by Cowin [6℄. Therefore,
the distane of an elastiity tensor to isotropy measures the deviation of its
eigenvalues from its eetive isotropi parameters.
To derive and disuss the expression for distane, we onsider an elasti-
ity tensor whose omponents with respet to a xed orthonormal basis,
{e1, e2, e3}, are cijkl. In terms of these omponents we onsider the fol-
lowing parameters introdued by Bakus [2℄ and Cowin [6℄ for the harmoni
deomposition of the elastiity tensor:
λ =
1
15
[c1111 + c2222 + c3333 + 4 (c1122 + c1133 + c2233)(3.1)
−2 (c1212 + c1313 + c2323)] ,
µ =
1
15
[c1111 + c2222 + c3333 − (c1122 + c1133 + c2233)(3.2)
+3 (c1212 + c1313 + c2323)] .
The rst parameter is related to the parameters obtained by Moakher and
Norris [18℄ by λ = k − 2µ/3; the seond one is the same as the parameter
obtained by Moakher and Norris [18℄. Using denitions (2.3), we express λ
and µ in terms of traes of the Voigt and dilatation tensors,
(3.3) λ =
1
15
(2TrD − TrV ) and µ = 1
30
(3TrV − TrD) ,
whih shows that these parameters are invariants under the ation of the
orthogonal group O(3).
Aording to Gazis et al. [13, Corollary 2.1℄, it follows that tensor
(3.4) ciso =


λ+ 2µ λ λ 0 0 0
λ λ+ 2µ λ 0 0 0
λ λ λ+ 2µ 0 0 0
0 0 0 2µ 0 0
0 0 0 0 2µ 0
0 0 0 0 0 2µ


is positive-denite, and therefore one an view λ and µ as the Lamé pa-
rameters of this isotropi tensor. Tensor ciso has two distint eigenvalues,
namely,
(3.5) λiso1 = 3λ+ 2µ =
1
3
TrD
and
(3.6) λiso2 = 2µ =
1
15
(3TrV − TrD) ,
with multipliities m1 = 1 and m2 = 5. These two eigenvalues oinide with
the two eetive isotropi moduli used by Voigt [27℄ and Cowin [6℄.
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By a straightforward alulation we an show that
(
c− ciso) · ciso = 0 and
hene
(
c− ciso) ⊥ ciso. In view of this orthogonality, we denote
(3.7) ciso⊥ := c− ciso,
whih implies that
(3.8) ‖c‖2 = ‖ciso‖2 + ‖ciso⊥ ‖2.
Therefore, the square of the distane between an arbitrary elastiity tensor
and its orthogonal projetion is
(3.9) d2
(
c, ciso
)
= ‖ciso⊥ ‖2 = ‖c‖2 − ‖ciso‖2.
From expressions (3.5) and (3.6) as well as matrix (3.4), it follows that the
orthogonal projetion c 7→ ciso is invariant under the ation of the orthogonal
group O(3). Therefore, no minimization is neessary to obtain the distane
to isotropy, and hene
(3.10) d2 (c,Iso) = d2 (c, ciso) = ‖ciso⊥ ‖2 = ‖c‖2 − ‖ciso‖2.
It follows that tensor (3.4) is the losest isotropi tensor to a given elastiity
tensor. Distane (3.10) was obtained in terms of isotropi parameters k and
µ by Moakher and Norris [18℄. Using expression (3.4), we an write the
distane (3.10) in terms of parameters (3.1) and (3.2),
(3.11) d2 (c,Iso) = ‖c‖2 − 3
[
(λ+ 2µ)2 + 2
(
λ2 + 2µ2
)]
.
Equivalently, using expressions (3.3), we an write distane (3.10) in terms
of traes of the Voigt and dilatation tensors,
(3.12) d2 (c,Iso) = ‖c‖2 − 1
15
(
2Tr2D + 3Tr2V − 2TrV TrD) .
Also, using expression (2.10), we an write this distane in terms of the
eigenvalues of the elastiity tensor and the two eigenvalues of the losest
isotropi tensor, whih are expressions (3.5) and (3.6), to obtain
d2 (c,Iso) =
6∑
α=1
λ2α −
((
λiso1
)2
+ 5
(
λiso2
)2)
(3.13)
=
(
λ21 −
(
λiso1
)2)
+
6∑
α=2
(
λ2α −
(
λiso2
)2)
.
Examining expression (3.13), we see that an elastiity tensor is lose to being
isotropi if and only if one of its eigenvalues is lose to λiso1 and the other ve
are lose to eah other and to λiso2 . In other words, the distane to isotropy
measures the deviation of the eigenvalues of the elastiity tensor from the
eetive isotropi parameters.
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4. Distane to ubi symmetry
In this setion, we disuss the distane of an elastiity tensor to the lass
of ubi tensors. We x B = {e1, e2, e3}, whih is an orthonormal ba-
sis of R
3
. For an orthogonal transformation A ∈ O(3), onsider AB :=
{Ae1, Ae2, Ae3}, whih is the orresponding orthonormal basis, and an be
identied with the orthogonal transformation A.
We onsider the omponents of elastiity tensor, cijkl, with respet to or-
thonormal basis A. The following ubi tensor, whih has this orthonormal
basis as its natural basis, has been proposed by Moakher and Norris [18℄:
(4.1) ccube(A) =


ccube1111 c
cube
1122 c
cube
1122 0 0 0
ccube1122 c
cube
1111 c
cube
1122 0 0 0
ccube1122 c
cube
1122 c
cube
1111 0 0 0
0 0 0 2ccube1212 0 0
0 0 0 0 2ccube1212 0
0 0 0 0 0 2ccube1212


,
where
(4.2) ccube1111 =
1
3
(c1111 + c2222 + c3333) ,
(4.3) ccube1122 =
1
3
(c1122 + c1133 + c2233)
and
(4.4) ccube1212 =
1
3
(c1212 + c1313 + c2323) .
Aording to Gazis et al. [13, Corollary 2.1℄, it follows that tensor ccube(A)
given by expression (4.1) is positive-denite and hene represents an elasti-
ity tensor. This elastiity tensor has three distint eigenvalues:
(4.5) λcube1 (A) = c
cube
1111 + 2c
cube
1122,
(4.6) λcube2 (A) = c
cube
1111 − ccube1122
and
(4.7) λcube3 (A) = 2c
cube
1212,
with multipliities m1 = 1, m2 = 2 and m3 = 3, as expeted in view of the
oordinate-free haraterization formulated by Bóna et al. [4℄. As we will see
later, eigenvalue (4.5) is an orthogonal invariant. The other two eigenvalues,
(4.6) and (4.7), are not invariant under rotations of c, and hene depend on
orientation A. These eigenvalues were onsidered also by Moakher [17℄ and
oinide with parameters a, c and b, respetively, obtained by Moakher and
Norris [18℄.
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Using matries (2.7) and (4.1) as well as expressions (4.2)  (4.4), one an
show by diret alulations that
(
c− ccube(A)) · ccube(A) = 0, whih justies
the notation ccube
⊥
(A) := c− ccube(A), and implies that
(4.8) ‖c‖2 = ‖ccube(A)‖2 + ‖ccube
⊥
(A)‖2.
Therefore, the square of the distane between a given elastiity tensor, c,
and its orthogonal projetion, ccube(A), is
(4.9) d2
(
c, ccube(A)
)
= ‖ccube
⊥
(A)‖2 = ‖c‖2 − ‖ccube(A)‖2.
This expression was obtained in terms of the ubi parameters a, b and c by
Moakher and Norris [18℄. Using expression (2.10), we an write d2
(
c, ccube(A)
)
in terms of the eigenvalues of the given elastiity tensor and eigenvalues (4.5),
(4.6) and (4.7). Hene, we write
(4.10)
d2
(
c, ccube(A)
)
=
6∑
α=1
λ2α−
((
λcube1 (A)
)2
+ 2
(
λcube2 (A)
)2
+ 3
(
λcube3 (A)
)2)
=
(
λ21 −
(
λcube1 (A)
)2)
+
3∑
α=2
(
λ2α −
(
λcube2 (A)
)2)
+
6∑
α=4
(
λ2α −
(
λcube3 (A)
)2)
,
whih expresses the deviations of the eigenvalues of the elastiity tensor from
its orthogonal projetion.
In order to obtain distane d (c, Cube) we have to minimize formula (4.10)
for A ∈ O(3), whih is equivalent to maximizing funtion
f
(
λcube1 (A), λ
cube
1 (A), λ
cube
1 (A)
)
=
(
λcube1 (A)
)2
+ 2
(
λcube2 (A)
)2
+ 3
(
λcube3 (A)
)2
.(4.11)
We now prove that λcube1 (A) is an orthogonal invariant and we an nd an
orthogonal invariant relation between λcube2 (A) and λ
cube
3 (A). Therefore, the
proess of maximizing funtion (4.11) an be simplied.
First, we notie that the two linear invariants assoiated with the elasti-
ity tensor, TrV and TrD, remain invariant under orthogonal projetion
c 7→ ccube. Let us denote the Voigt and dilatation tensors assoiated with
c and its orthogonal projetion, ccube(A), by V , V cube(A) and D, Dcube(A),
respetively. In view of expressions (2.3) and (4.2)  (4.4), it follows that
(4.12) TrV = TrV cube(A) and TrD = TrDcube(A),∀A ∈ O(3).
Examining expressions (3.5) and (4.5), or the invariane of TrD under both
projetions c 7→ ccube and c 7→ ciso, we see that
(4.13) λcube1 (A) = λ
iso
1 =
1
3
TrD,
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whih shows that isotropy and ubi symmetry share one eetive elastiity
parameter; it is an isotropi invariant. In other words, λcube1 remains un-
hanged if the elastiity tensor is subjet to an orthogonal transformation
or its omponents are expressed in a dierent orthonormal basis. The other
two eigenvalues of the ubi tensor, λcube2 (A) and λ
cube
3 (A), are not isotropi
invariants. However, examining expressions (4.6), (4.7) and (3.6), we see
that their ombination is an isotropi invariant:
(4.14) 2λcube2 (A) + 3λ
cube
3 (A) = 5λ
iso
2 = TrV −
1
3
TrD.
Digressing, we note that, physially, the split of λiso2 , whih has multipliity
miso2 = 5, into λ
cube
2 and λ
cube
3 , whih have multipliities m
cube
2 = 2 and
mcube3 = 3, is related to the distintion between the eigenvalues that govern
pure and simple shears, respetively, for ubi ontinua.
Expression (4.14) is a onsequene of the invariane for TrV under both
projetions c 7→ ccube and c 7→ ciso, whih an be written as
TrV cube(A) = λcube1 (A) + 2λ
cube
2 (A) + 3λ
cube
3 (A)(4.15)
= TrV iso = λiso1 + 5λ
iso
2 = TrV, ∀A ∈ O(3).
In order to obtain the distane to the subspae of ubi tensors, we must
minimize the value of expression (4.10) or maximize the value of expression
(4.11), using (4.13) and (4.14). Sine this minimization is performed over
the ompat group O(3), it follows that the minimum of expression (4.10)
an be reahed for an orthogonal transformation, Ae. Hene, there exists
Ae ∈ O(3), suh that
(4.16) d (c, Cube) = d
(
c, ccube(Ae)
)
.
Therefore, ccube(Ae) is the losest ubi tensor to elastiity tensor c. Eigen-
values λcube1 (Ae), λ
cube
2 (Ae), λ
cube
3 (Ae) represent the eetive ubi parame-
ters, while Ae is the eetive ubi orientation for the elastiity tensor c.
Sine hanges of orthonormal basis in R
3
aet neither the six eigenvalues
of the elastiity tensor nor the isotropi invariant, λcube1 , using expression
(4.14), we state expression (4.10) as
d2
(
c, ccube(A)
)
= d2 (c,Iso)− 10
3
(
λiso2 − λcube2 (A)
)2
(4.17)
= d2 (c,Iso)− 15
2
(
λiso2 − λcube3 (A)
)2
.
Both expressions 10
(
λiso2 − λcube2 (A)
)2
/3 and 15
(
λiso2 − λcube3 (A)
)2
/2 repre-
sent the square of the distane between ccube(A) and the lass of isotropi
tensors. In other words, we an rewrite expression (4.17) as
(4.18) d2
(
c, ccube(A)
)
= d2 (c,Iso)− d2
(
ccube(A),Iso
)
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Expression (4.18) was implemented in the same ontext by Moakher and
Norris [18℄.
If in expression (4.18) we hoose A to be the eetive ubi orientation Ae
and use equation (4.16), we obtain
(4.19) d2 (c, Cube) = d2 (c,Iso)− d2
(
ccube(Ae),Iso
)
,
whih illustrates the fat that, for a given elastiity tensor, its distane to
isotropy is greater than its distane to any other material-symmetry lass.
If in expression (4.10) we hoose A to be the eetive ubi orientation Ae
and use equation (4.16), we obtain
(4.20)
d2 (c, Cube) =
6∑
α=1
λ2α−
((
λcube1 (Ae)
)2
+ 2
(
λcube2 (Ae)
)2
+ 3
(
λcube3 (Ae)
)2)
=
(
λ21 −
(
λcube1 (Ae)
)2)
+
3∑
α=2
(
λ2α −
(
λcube2 (Ae)
)2)
+
6∑
α=4
(
λ2α −
(
λcube3 (Ae)
)2)
,
whih expresses the deviations of the elastiity tensor from ubi symmetry,
in terms of the eetive ubi parameters. In other words, an elastiity
tensor is lose to having ubi symmetry if one of its eigenvalues is lose to
λcube1 , two of them are lose to one another and to λ
cube
2 (Ae), and the other
three are lose to eah other and to λcube3 (Ae).
5. Distane to transverse isotropy
In this setion, we disuss the distane of an elastiity tensor to the lass
of transversely isotropi tensors. We onsider the omponents of elastiity
tensor, cijkl, with respet to orthonormal basis A. The following transversely
isotropi tensor, whih has this orthonormal basis as its natural basis, has
been proposed by Moakher and Norris [18℄:
(5.1) cTI(A) =


cTI1111 c
TI
1122 c
TI
1133 0 0 0
cTI1122 c
TI
1111 c
TI
1133 0 0 0
cTI1133 c
TI
1133 c
TI
3333 0 0 0
0 0 0 2cTI2323 0 0
0 0 0 0 2cTI2323 0
0 0 0 0 0 cTI1111 − cTI1122


,
where
(5.2) cTI1111 =
1
8
(3c1111 + 3c2222 + 2c1122 + 4c1212) ,
(5.3) cTI1122 =
1
8
(c1111 + c2222 + 6c1122 − 4c1212) ,
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(5.4) cTI1133 =
1
2
(c1133 + c2233) ,
(5.5) cTI3333 = c3333
and
(5.6) cTI2323 =
1
2
(c2323 + c1313) .
Aording to Gazis et al. [13, Corollary 2.1℄, it follows that tensor cTI(A)
given by expression (5.1) is positive-denite and hene it represents an elas-
tiity tensor. This elastiity tensor has four distint eigenvalues:
(5.7)
λTI1 (A) =
cTI1111 + c
TI
1122 + c
TI
3333 +
√(
cTI1111 + c
TI
1122 − cTI3333
)2
+ 8
(
cTI1133
)2
2
,
(5.8)
λTI2 (A) =
cTI1111 + c
TI
1122 + c
TI
3333 −
√(
cTI1111 + c
TI
1122 − cTI3333
)2
+ 8
(
cTI1133
)2
2
,
(5.9) λTI3 (A) = c
TI
1111 − cTI1122
and
(5.10) λTI4 (A) = 2c
TI
2323,
with multipliities m1 = 1, m2 = 1, m3 = 2 and m4 = 2, as expeted in
view of Bóna et al. [4℄. Again, unlike eigenvalues (3.5) and (3.6), these
eigenvalues are not invariant under rotations of c, and hene they expliitly
depend on orthonormal basis A. These eigenvalues were also onsidered by
Moakher [17℄. The relations between these eigenvalues and the parameters
obtained by Moakher and Norris [18℄ are
(5.11) λTI1,2(A) =
a+ b±
√
(a− b)2 + c2
2
, λTI3 (A) = f, λ
TI
4 (A) = g.
Using matries (2.7) and (5.1) as well as expressions (5.2)  (5.6), one an
show by diret alulations that
(
c− cTI(A)) · cTI(A) = 0, whih justies
the notation cTI
⊥
(A) := c− cTI(A), and implies that
‖c‖2 = ‖cTI(A)‖2 + ‖cTI⊥ (A)‖2.
Therefore the square of the distane between a given elastiity tensor, c, and
its orthogonal projetion, cTI(A), is
(5.12) d2
(
c, cTI(A)
)
= ‖cTI⊥ (A)‖2 = ‖c‖2 − ‖cTI(A)‖2.
Expression (5.12) was obtained by Moakher and Norris [18℄ using ve param-
eters: a, b, c, f and g. Using expression (2.10), we an write d2
(
c, cTI(A)
)
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in terms of the eigenvalues of the given elastiity tensor and the eigenvalues
(5.7)  (5.10) of the orthogonal projetion. Hene, we write
(5.13)
d2
(
c, cTI(A)
)
=
6∑
α=1
λ2α−
((
λTI1 (A)
)2
+
(
λTI2 (A)
)2
+ 2
(
λTI3 (A)
)2
+ 2
(
λTI4 (A)
)2)
=
(
λ21 −
(
λTI1 (A)
)2)
+
(
λ22 −
(
λTI2 (A)
)2)
+
4∑
α=3
(
λ2α −
(
λTI3 (A)
)2)
+
6∑
α=5
(
λ2α −
(
λTI4 (A)
)2)
,
whih expresses the deviations of the eigenvalues of the elastiity tensor from
those of the orresponding orthogonal projetion.
Using expression (3.13), we write expression (5.13) as
d2
(
c, cTI(A)
)
= d2 (c,Iso) + (λiso1 )2 + 5 (λiso2 )2(5.14)
−
((
λTI1 (A)
)2
+
(
λTI2 (A)
)2
+ 2
(
λTI3 (A)
)2
+ 2
(
λTI4 (A)
)2)
.
In order to obtain distane d (c,T I), we have to minimize the above formula
(5.14), for A in O(3), whih is equivalent to maximizing funtion
f
(
λTI1 (A), λ
TI
2 (A), λ
TI
3 (A), λ
TI
4 (A)
)
=(5.15) (
λTI1 (A)
)2
+
(
λTI2 (A)
)2
+ 2
(
λTI3 (A)
)2
+ 2
(
λTI4 (A)
)2
.
Even though these expressions are not invariant under orthogonal transfor-
mations, the two linear invariants assoiated with the elastiity tensor, TrV
and TrD, remain invariant. We denote the Voigt and dilatation tensors as-
soiated with c and its projetion, cTI(A), by V , V TI(A) and D, DTI(A),
respetively. In view of expressions (2.3) and (5.2)  (5.6), it follows that
(5.16) TrV = TrV TI(A) and TrD = TrDTI(A), ∀A ∈ O(3),
whih are analogous to expressions (4.12).
Examining expressions (5.7)  (5.10), or the invariane of TrV under pro-
jetions c 7→ cTI and c 7→ ciso, we obtain
TrV TI(A) = λTI1 (A) + λ
TI
2 (A) + 2λ
TI
3 (A) + 2λ
TI
4 (A)(5.17)
= TrV iso = λiso1 + 5λ
iso
2 = TrV, ∀A ∈ O(3).
We note that TrDTI an be expressed in terms of two eigenvalues λTI1 , λ
TI
2
and another orthogonal invariant, whih is used by Bóna et al. [4℄ for har-
aterizing transversely isotropi symmetry but does not appear expliitly in
the distane funtion; it is referred to by Bóna et al. [4℄ as γ. Therefore, the
invariane of TrDTI does not have an inuene on minimizing expression
(5.13).
To obtain the distane to the lass of transversely isotropi tensors, we mini-
mize expression (5.13) under the restrition given by expression (5.17). This
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is equivalent to maximizing funtion (5.15) under the same restrition. Using
expression (5.17), we write expression (5.14) as
(5.18) d2
(
c, cTI(A)
)
= d2 (c,Iso) + (λiso1 )2 + 5 (λiso2 )2
−
[(
λTI1 (A)
)2
+
(
λTI2 (A)
)2
+ 2
(
λTI3 (A)
)2
+
1
2
(
λiso1 + 5λ
iso
2 −
(
λTI1 (A) + λ
TI
2 (A) + 2λ
TI
3 (A)
))2]
,
whih expresses the square of the distane to transversely isotropi proje-
tion.
The minimum value of (5.18) represents the square of the distane of the
given tensor, c, to transverse isotropy. Sine the minimization is performed
over the ompat group O(3), it follows that the minimum an be reahed
for an orthogonal transformation, Ae. Hene, there exists Ae ∈ O(3), suh
that
(5.19) d (c,T I) = d (c, cTI(Ae)) .
Therefore, cTI(Ae) represents the losest isotropi tensor to elastiity tensor
c. Eigenvalues λTI1 (Ae), λ
TI
2 (Ae), λ
TI
3 (Ae), λ
TI
4 (Ae) represent the eetive
transverse isotropi parameters, while orthonormal basis Ae gives the ee-
tive orientation of the losest transversely isotropi ounterpart to c.
If in expression (5.14) we hoose A to be the eetive transversely isotropi
orientation, Ae, and use equation (5.19), we obtain
(5.20) d2 (c,T I) = d2 (c,Iso)− d2 (cTI(Ae),Iso) .
If in expression (5.13) we hoose A to be the eetive transversely isotropi
orientation, Ae, and use equation (5.19), we obtain
(5.21)
d2 (c,T I) =
6∑
α=1
λ2α−
((
λTI1 (Ae)
)2
+
(
λTI2 (Ae)
)2
+ 2
(
λTI3 (Ae)
)2
+ 2
(
λTI4 (Ae)
)2)
=
(
λ21 −
(
λTI1 (Ae)
)2)
+
(
λ22 −
(
λTI2 (Ae)
)2)
+
4∑
α=3
(
λ2α −
(
λTI3 (Ae)
)2)
+
6∑
α=5
(
λ2α −
(
λTI4 (Ae)
)2)
,
whih expresses the deviations of the elastiity tensor from transverse isotropy,
in terms of the eetive transversely isotropi parameters. In other words,
an elastiity tensor is lose to having transversely isotropi symmetry if one
of its eigenvalues is lose to λTI1 (Ae), one is lose to λ
TI
2 (Ae), two of them
are lose to one another and lose to λTI3 (Ae), and the other two are lose
to one another and lose to λTI4 (Ae).
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6. Examples
In this setion, we use the expressions derived above to illustrate the nding
of the distane between a given elastiity tensor and isotropy, ubi symmetry
and transverse isotropy. We onsider both strongly and weakly anisotropi
materials. In both ases, we present a density-saled elastiity tensor in the
Kelvin's notation stated in expression (2.7).
6.1. Strong anisotropy. Let us onsider a strongly anisotropi ase, namely,
(6.1)


56.60 8.98 3.45 0 0 0
8.98 56.60 3.45 0 0 0
3.45 3.45 16.43 0 0 0
0 0 0 3.60 0 0
0 0 0 0 3.60 0
0 0 0 0 0 47.62


[
km2
s2
]
,
whih orresponds to biotite and exhibits transverse isotropy, as quoted by
Thomsen [26℄. Its anisotropy parameters dened by Thomsen [26℄ are γ =
6.12, δ = −0.39, ε = 1.22; their magnitude indiates strong anisotropy. The
eigenvalues of this tensor are 66.07 and 15.95 with multipliity one, and 47.62
and 3.60 with multipliity two. Expression (6.1) is onsidered with respet
to a natural basis of the transversely isotropi medium.
6.1.1. Relation to isotropy. Using equations (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain the
eigenvalues of the losest isotropi tensor, λiso1 = 53.80 and λ
iso
2 = . . . =
λiso6 = 26.13, whih are the eetive isotropi parameters, as well as λ = 9.22
and µ = 13.06, whih are the Lamé parameters of the losest representative
of the isotropi subspae. Using these values and any of expressions (3.11)
 (3.13), we obtain the distane to isotropy: d (c,Iso) = 53.59 km2/s2.
6.1.2. Relation to ubi symmetry. Using expressions (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7),
we obtain the eigenvalues of the orresponding ubi tensor, with respet to
the xed natural basis of elastiity tensor c: λcube1 = 53.80, λ
cube
2 = 37.92
and λcube3 = 18.27. For an arbitrary orthonormal basis A, onsider c
cube(A)
the ubi orthogonal projetion. Invoking one of the equalities in expression
(4.17) and using d (c,Iso) and λiso2 from above, we write
d2
(
c, ccube(A)
)
= d2 (c,Iso)− 10
3
(
λiso2 − λcube2 (A)
)2
(6.2)
= 53.592 − 10
3
(
26.13 − λcube2 (A)
)2
.
To nd the distane to the ubi-symmetry subspae, we look for λcube2 (A)
that minimizes this expression. The resulting distane d (c, Cube) = 49.07 km2/s2
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is ahieved by rotation of the natural basis of elastiity tensor c with the ef-
fetive transformation
Ae =


0 0 1
−0.82 −0.58 0
0.58 −0.82 0

 .
The resulting ubi orthogonal projetion ccube(Ae) represents the losest
ubi tensor to c. Its eigenvalues, whih are the eetive ubi parameters
for elastiity tensor (6.1), are λcube1 (Ae) = 53.80, λ
cube
2 (Ae) = 12.64 and
λcube3 (Ae) = 18.27. Minimizations desribed herein lend themselves to suh
software as Maple and Mathematia.
6.1.3. Relation to transverse isotropy. Minimizing expression (5.18) subjet
to λTI1 , λ
TI
2 , λ
TI
3 and λ
TI
4 being positive, we obtain d (c,T I) = 0, as expeted.
Sine tensor (6.1) is expressed in natural oordinates, we an obtain the
same result using expressions (5.7)  (5.10) to alulate the eigenvalues of
the eetive transversely isotropi tensor, and verify that they are the same
as the eigenvalues of tensor (6.1).
6.2. Weak anisotropy. Let us onsider a weakly anisotropi ase, namely,
(6.3)


4.00 2.06 2.10 −0.07 0.01 −0.03
2.06 3.83 1.96 0.17 −0.07 0.18
2.10 1.96 3.96 0.16 0.04 −0.13
−0.07 0.17 0.16 2.00 0.22 −0.14
0.01 −0.07 0.04 0.22 1.76 0.02
−0.03 0.18 −0.13 −0.14 0.02 2.22


[
km2
s2
]
,
whih are the density-saled elastiity parameters used by Dewangan and
Grehka [10℄. This is a generally anisotropi medium: it does not exhibit
any material symmetry. The eigenvalues are distint from eah other: 8.02,
2.39, 2.16, 1.86, 1.82, 1.52.
6.2.1. Relation to isotropy. The eigenvalues of the losest isotropi tensor
are λiso1 = 8.01 and λ
iso
2 = . . . = λ
iso
6 = 1.95, whih are the eetive isotropi
parameters, and the Lamé parameters are λ = 2.02 and µ = 0.98. Herein, the
anisotropy is very weak: the distane to isotropy is 0.724 km2/s2. Notably,
by inspetion of the orresponding entries in matries (3.4) and (6.3) or by
omparison of the eigenvalues of c and ciso, we an expet the loseness of
this tensor to isotropy.
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6.2.2. Relation to ubi symmetry. Proeeding in a manner analogous to the
one desribed in Setion 6.1.2, we obtain d (c, Cube) = 0.64 km2/s2, where
the eetive orientation of the losest ubi tensor to elastiity tensor (6.3)
is
Ae =


0.77 0.36 0.53
−0.60 0.13 0.79
0.21 −0.93 0.31

 .
The eetive ubi parameters of the elastiity tensor (6.3) are λcube1 (Ae) =
8.01, λcube2 (Ae) = 0.59 and λ
cube
3 (Ae) = 2.08.
6.2.3. Relation to transverse isotropy. Proeeding in a manner analogous
to the one desribed in Setion 6.1.3, we obtain d (c,T I) = 0.57 km2/s2,
where the eetive orientation of the losest transversely isotropi tensor to
elastiity tensor (6.3) is
Ae =


0.76 0.53 0.38
−0.58 0.29 0.76
0.29 −0.80 0.53

 .
The eetive transversely isotropi parameters of the elastiity tensor (6.3)
are λTI1 (Ae) = 8.01, λ
TI
2 (Ae) = 1.62, λ
TI
3 (Ae) = 2.05 and λ
TI
4 (Ae) = 2.02.
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